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A very successful Away day!
on Saturday 11th July the Wickford PCN and practice
members came together for a day of education, team
building and supporting the building of our integrated
network teams. Facilitated by the brilliant Health
Integration Partnerships, the network was able to focus as a
collaborative unit on their focused priorities, their true
values and determine the wider vision of the PCN. i think all
who attended this can positively testify to the  enjoyment
and success of the day!

So herein lies a top priority!
Communication… & delivery of the monthly newsletter! 

There are currently many projects running simultaneously within the PCN. Some of these are DES
related, some are not. But almost all come with achievement targets and funding implications. This
means as a PCN, it’s in our benefit to work together and continue in the spirit of collaboration! Here’s
a list of current projects  

This newsletter is focused on what’s happened so far within the PCN since the new CD and PCN
manager came on board… 

Current summary of
Projects…
MOLES:
 • We now have all moles leads in place;
• Dr at Robert Frew = moles lead GP
• Joseph Onesenadia = Moles lead pharmacist 
• Alycia Afriyie = Moles care coordinator 
• Charlotte Wigmore = Antimicrobial stweard 
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INT (integrated neighbourhood
team) projects

ARRS Roles regular feature coming soon!

Health & Inequalities - Motivated Minds are working on our
proposed activities and we hope this work will begin end of
September with campaign resources to share with patients. We will
also be inviting elderly and carers to our health event mentioned
above.
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IFrailty
We have also employed Jodie, our care coordinator, to assist with
this piece of work. Jodie will be cooridnating care for our frail
patients and provididng proactive care, linking in with the local
stakeholders to build this team around our clinical priorities
BP Clinics
We are scheduling at least 2 health events which we hope to host
at the GP surgeries on a Saturday, to invite hard to reach patients
for their BP, as well as many various other checks. More details to
follow...
Website update
Self referral forms to be added to practice websites to encourage
patient signposting and self management. (In progress)

Social Prescribing Project - As
part of the DES we must
identify a cohort experiencing
unmet needs and access to
Social prescribing and look to
improve this. The group
chosen is elderly and also
carers and unidentified carers.
These ones will be invited to
the Saturday Health events
where access to social
prescribing will be offered
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